## 2018 NCVA Premier League Regionals
### 16/15’s Gold Division - 48 Teams - Seeds 1-48 - AM Wave
#### May 12th and 13th, 2018
Sacramento Convention Center

Please refer to TM2 for all court assignments

### Preliminary Pools Play-ins Bracket Play

- **Saturday, May 12, 2018**
  - **Round I - 8:00 AM**
  - **Gold Flight One**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 7-12
  - **Gold Flight Two**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 13-18
  - **Gold Flight Three**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 19-24
  - **Gold Flight Four**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 25-30
  - **Gold Flight Five**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 31-36
  - **Gold Flight Six**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 37-42
  - **Gold Flight Seven**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 43-48

- **Sunday, May 13, 2018**
  - **Round II**
  - **Gold Flight One**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 7-12
  - **Gold Flight Two**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 13-18
  - **Gold Flight Three**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 19-24
  - **Gold Flight Four**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 25-30
  - **Gold Flight Five**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 31-36
  - **Gold Flight Six**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 37-42
  - **Gold Flight Seven**
    - 6 Teams - Seeds 43-48

Always remember to check for officiating or playing assignments before leaving the facility or sending your team home.

Format is subject to change as teams cancel or don't show. Use this flowchart as a guide.

---

**NO OUTSIDE FOOD IS ALLOWED IN ANY OF THE NCVA SITES, INCLUDING THIS FACILITY.**
**PLEASE FOLLOW THE RULES INCLUDING THE OUTSIDE SITE GUIDELINES.**
**YOUR TEAM WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE TOURNAMENT IF SITE RULES ARE NOT FOLLOWED.**
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